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Two Hearts. One Hope. Rose has been appointed as a healerâ€™s apprentice at Hagenheim

Castle, a rare opportunity for a woodcutterâ€™s daughter like her. While she often feels uneasy at

the sight of blood, Rose is determined to prove herself capable. Failure will mean returning home to

marry the aging bachelor her mother has chosen for herâ€”a bloated, disgusting merchant who

makes Rose feel ill. When Lord Hamlin, the future duke, is injured, it is Rose who must tend to him.

As she works to heal his wound, she begins to understand emotions sheâ€™s never felt before and

wonders if he feels the same. But falling in love is forbidden, as Lord Hamlin is betrothed to a

mysterious young woman in hiding. As Roseâ€™s life spins toward confusion, she must take the

first steps on a journey to discover her own destiny.
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I have to say that I wasn't expecting a Christian story. If it alluded to that on the description I didn't

notice. Some will say "thats a Christian publishing house"...well I don't know all the publishing

houses and what the publish. I assume most others won't know that either. I also want to state the

fact that I am not anti-Christian at all. I believe in God and the Bible and the commandments

although my church attendance fluctuates. I have read all the Left Behind books so I am not against

a religiously themed fiction tale.And I really love a good fairy tale. This was a good fairy tale and its

based (loosely) on the Sleeping Beauty tale. It is the story of a poor woodcutter's daughter who is

now an apprentice to the court's healer woman. Rose gains the interest of two brothers. The eldest,

Lord Hamlin, is next in line to the throne. He is kind and has a great love of God and his people.



Rupert, the younger brother, is a cad with a horrible reputation of loving and leaving the ladies.

Although Rose loves Hamlin, she knows he is betrothed to marry a quality woman who is in hiding

from a wicked man who threatened her with a curse. Lord Hamlin also fights his attraction to

Rose.In the meantime, Rose tries to convince herself Rupert is the one for her. Because he isn't in

line for the throne, it is feasible that he may ask her to marry him. And what girl wouldn't want this

catch?There ends up being a lovely mystery involved, easy to solve, but still quite charming. Rose

is a delightful character. She prays throughout the book and I really liked this about her. There were

a few nice little twists, or side stories, that kept the book flowing. I didn't want to stop once I had

started the tale.

I got a copy of this book through the  Vine program. This looked like a wonderful book, a great

historical romance with a bit of fantasy flare to it. It was okay, in fact the beginning of the book was

pretty good, but it declined from the middle of the book on. Keep in mind I approached this as a

historical fantasy, I was not aware that the publisher was a Christian fiction publisher....so when

characters started setting aside action to wait for God to save them and then the Duke of the realm

used his divine right as a leader to banish demons I was confused and irritated.This is the story of

Rose. Rose is apprenticed to the Healer of the realm. When the Duke's sons come for a visit; both

of them are drawn to her beauty. Rose knows her place in the realm and, as a Healer's Apprentice,

does not want the attention of either brother. When one of the brothers, Wilhelm, is injured Rose

heals him. Wilhelm and Rose are drawn to each other's personalities, but it cannot be. Wilhelm is

betrothed to a Princess whose identity will not be revealed until the evil mage is defeated.

Meanwhile Wilhelm's younger brother, a rogue of sorts, has started courting Rose. Wilhelm

struggles to keep his feelings for Rose under wraps while trying to hunt down the evil mage that

plagues the realm.This book started out pretty good. It had a lot of a fairy tale feel to it, with a

definite German tone. You can't help but love the characters in the beginning they are all so sweet,

pure, and innocent. Rose is determined to be good and to have a life as a healer. Rose can get to

be a little much at points; she is pure to the point of not exposing her arms, not touching a man's

hand, or wearing makeup. But that seemed to be mostly cultural, so went well with the story.
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